


WHY YOU SHOULD READ THIS BOOK?

If you are thinking that youtube is a platform  

for earning money and fame only  

then you are wrong. 

 

If you are thinking in this way then you  

should read this book because this book  

will clear you that by making the youtube  

video and upload it on the Youtube is not only  

for earning money and fame but by doing  

this you can also develop your personality  

which can be a part of a better lifestyle. 

 

So I am happy to say that you are reading Right

book. 

 

Thank you for choosing this book.
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HOW TO SPEAK WELL?
 

If you are making YouTube videos then there  

are very great chance to practice your  

vocabulary and speaking skills. 

By making YouTube videos you can check out  

your mistakes while speaking in front of the

audience. 

When you make a YouTube video then your

audience or your viewers tell you what is the

mistake in your speaking method so you must

improve that thing in the next video, by doing  

this after some time you will be a great speaker. 

You can see many YouTubers who were  

very poor speaker in the starting but now they  

are a great speaker and people loves to listen  

to them. 

So make YouTube videos to improve  

your speaking skills. 



HOW TO BE A GOOD LISTENER?
 

In this topic, we will cover that how you will  

be a good listener by making YouTube videos. 

When you make any YouTube video then you  

have to do some research before  

making them. 

While searching for YouTube topic you have  

to listen different youtubers of the YouTube

committee so that you will make a  

better video 

 from them in front of the same audience. 

While doing this you must have a great  

listening property in your behavior so  

if you do not  

pursue this property then you will surely be  

a good listener after some time. 

So YouTube videos also help a person to be  

a good listener which plays a very vital role in

improving his or her personality 



HOW TO CONCENTRATE ON ANYTHING?

 

In any personality development concentration  

is a very important property of any person.  

So if you want to pursue this property in  

yourself then how making of YouTube video  

will help you for developing this  

precious property in yourself. 

So if you are producing any video to upload  

it on the YouTube then you should have to  

concentrate on that video to make that video  

much better than those videos from  

where you researched them. 

On doing this your concentration power will

increase day by day as you produce more and 

 more creative videos. 

So on producing any YouTube video, this will

increase concentration power of anyone for

developing his or her personality. 



HOW TO INTERACT WITH PEOPLE 
CORRECTLY?

 

In any personality, interaction with different

people plays a very Vital role. So if you want to

interact with different people correctly then  

how producing YouTube video will help  

you to interact with people correctly? 

When you face your audience with the medium  

of any video then you have a proper style to

interact with your audience that audience  

will love you otherwise you will not get more

attention. 

On making more and more YouTube video you  

will learn that how to interact with your  

audience or different people by using videos. 

So this will increase your interaction property  

with different people around you which  

result for development of your personality. 



HOW TO IMPROVE CONFIDENCE?
 

If you are facing somebody and you are not

confident or if you are telling your words to

someone and you do not looks confident  

then how the person in front of you will agree  

on your words. 

By the above line, it is clear that  

a confident person always liked by everyone or

confidence plays a very vital role in  

any personality development. 

By making YouTube video and facing your

audience by the method of any video it will

increase your confidence. 

So when you make the video by assuming your

audience in front of you then the confidence  

level and interaction method always increase  

with more and more videos for your audience. 

So by making YouTube videos level of your

confidence will increase with the number of  

videos you make on the platform. 



HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR PRESENTATION 
SKILLS?

 

In today's life for presenting yourself or 

 presenting any material in front of anyone is  

very much an important part  

of any personality. 

So if you want to present anything in a very

beautiful manner or in a very formal manner  

then you should have proper knowledge  

about the youtube presentation or you should

develop presentation skills in yourself. 

So when you make YouTube videos then  

it taught you how to present your video  

in front of your audience and it also taught you

that what your audience wants in  

what manner 

So video also increases your presentation skills

that's why you should make YouTube videos for

increasing or enhancing presentation skill. 



HOW TO SAY YOUR THOUGHTS 
OR MESSAGE CLEARLY?

 

Sometimes if you want to convey your thought 

 in front of someone then your thoughts cannot

get out of your mouth clearly means  

the message with your words is not clear to

understand. 

So this skill can be improved by regular practice.

Here a question arises that where you will do

practice for clearance of your message. So you

should make YouTube videos and present your

message or thoughts in front of your audience

clearly or practice it clearly so that  

after some time you will become a person 

 who can convey your message clearly. 

YouTube video help you to convey your thought

clearly to your audience and inbuilt this  

quality in your behavior. 



HOW TO MOTIVATE OTHERS?
 

If you are working in any corporate sector or

anywhere then if you are a good motivator  

then you will have a great position in the

organization because you can motivate  

to different people for having  

better productivity. 

So how to learn to motivate someone? 

So if you want to make this it in yourself then 

 you should make YouTube videos because by

using YouTube videos you can motivate your

audience or viewers. 

This habit can't come with one video you should

make video continuously so that  

you can improve this quality in yourself  

which can help you to develop 

 your personality. 



HOW TO DRESS UP PROPERLY?
 

Dressing sense of anyone can have a 

very big role in their personality.  

So if you want to  

have a great personality then you should have  

a great dressing sense. 

So how the production of YouTube videos can

enhance your dressing sense? 

If you are making YouTube videos  

then you should have a proper dress code for

making videos because  

if you will wear a funky type dress and you are

telling about any technical knowledge 

 then this will not match. 

So you should have a proper dress code while

making your videos otherwise your  

 audience will not agree on your  

thoughts given in the videos. 



HOW TO LEARN TIME MANAGEMENT?
 

As we know that YouTube is not for full-time

employment. So we have to do it as  

a part-time interest. 

So making YouTube videos with your  

main task in the day is a very hard thing which

required a proper time management for

producing videos, for editing videos, 

 for uploading videos, for interacting with your

audience and many more things. 

So if you will not manage your time efficiently

then you will not able to do task stated  

above with your main task of the day. 

So here production of YouTube videos also

teaches you a proper time management which

can be a great quality in your personality. 



HOW TO BE CREATIVE AND INNOVATIVE?
 

In today's life if you are not creative and  

innovative or your ideas or not creative or  

innovative then you will not be considered as a

developing guy. 

So you must have this quality in yourself that  

your ideas should be creative or if you have  

taken any idea from others then there  

must be an innovation in that Idea. 

So when you make any video after researching

from different platforms that what others are

making about that topic then you should

brainstorm with different creative and  

innovative ideas so that you can present  

that same information with different creativity. 

This can also be learned by producing  

YouTube videos for developing your personality. 



HOW TO BUILD A POSITIVE ATTITUDE?

 

Positive attitude plays a vital role in a great

personality. 

So how you will develop a positive attitude by

making YouTube videos? 

When you make YouTube videos and your

audience may not react positively on  

your videos then if you reply with a negative

nature  

then after some time you will also be left by 

 your real audience which loves you. 

So in this case you should always be positive if

someone tells bad for you. 

So this great property can also be learned  

by you by producing YouTube videos 

 and upload it on YouTube. 




